
 

 

 

 

NSOF and CRUSADES22 would like you to consider a unique opportunity to become a 
consultant and/or actor for a Virtual Reality rehabilitation and entertainment method being 
created in Los Angeles. CRUSASES22 are looking for EOD Techs and members of your collected 
Naval Special Operations community to join this project. CRUSADES 22 will be conducting 
interviews at some point mid-July on Skype for those interested. 

 

CRUSADES22 has asked NSOF to assist in recruiting interested Naval Special Operations 
Operators to participate in the production of filming live-action components for their Proof of 
Concept model of a forward-thinking, extremely powerful Virtual and Merged Reality 
experience, The FORGING. 

 

The FORGING experience has been designed and developed to help distract the brain and 
body’s corresponding nervous systems from trauma, chaos, pain, crisis, and negative memories 
that an operator may have experienced (collectively known as Post Traumatic Stress Injury – 
PTSI), shifting these emotions and triggers to those of consistent and mindful resilience, 
coherence, self-awareness, freedom, and fulfillment. 
 
 



 

 

As a vital component of The FORGING, CRUSADES 22 and their collective strategic alliances are 
also developing and constructing an AGI (Artificial General Intelligence) to utilize the cognitive 
Neuro-Informatics and biorhythmic data and patterns of each soldier/operator, and their team 
collectively, to create specific and custom-tailored training, integration and transition tools.   
 
 
This AGI will focus its analytical capabilities on an optimal human performance-driven system of 
tracking, assessing, training and polishing protocols that elicit and produce heightened operator 
effectiveness, as well as increasing the overall effectiveness of special operations teams – 
increasing the longevity and effectiveness of each operator while never losing site of each and 
every operator’s humanness and spirit.  
 
 
NSOF and CRUSADES22 strongly feel that these bio-data capture protocols will be extremely 
strong and vital sets of data, feedback and tools as each operator moves into their transitionary 
phase after service. 
 

The FORGING is one of many innovative and game-changing programs that CRUSADES 22 
currently has in deep development, all programs and initiatives aimed at keeping combat 
service members in the fight by improving their complete warrior performance; mind, body and 
soul.  ONE TEAM, ONE FIGHT . . .  

 

For details and questions, send us a PM or email either: sfisher@nsofoundation.org and/or 
bhillard@crusades22.com 

 

And please visit CRUSADES 22 on their soon to be upgraded website: crusades22.com 
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